
RABOTTI S.r.l. 

With this 1st release , Rabotti S.r.l. inaugurates an information service to all its Customers, pin and support of our  

equipments’ manufacturer activity for the diagnosis and repair of Diesel injection systems. 

The purpose of these releases is to update our Customers about news that Rabotti is able to introduce and commer-

cialize, in the attempt to answer, if possible anticipating them, to the demands of a market in continuous renewal and 

evolution, where now the news follow one another at a fast pace. 

In this first number we present 2 new Denso power cables . Historically our 

supplies were limited to an only kind of cable suitable for the first specimens 

produced by the Nipponic house , identified with Rabotti code ELE-

CAV121708000 (Figure 1). Subsequently, by request of the US market, we 

have joined the cable for  Denso 4 pin injectors, ELECAV121714000 (Figure 2), 

going to enrich the available endowment on our equipments.  

Today we introduce  2 new kind of cables, 

ELECAV121718000 (Figura3 -  example: 

095000-803# / 8-98074909-0 / 9C1Q-

9K546-BA / 095000-793# / 095000-706#) 

and ELECAV121719000 (Figura 4 -  esempio 

095000-770# / 23670-51020 / 095000-

753# / 095000-773# / 095000-561#), both 

cables with 2 pin, but with a different con-

figuration depending on the type of injec-

tor. 

This extension of cable’s range helps our 

customers to take benefit of a complete 

service regarding the tooling of their own 

test bench, using original Rabotti prod-

ucts, guaranteed by the continuous re-

search and development, by an internal 

checked production and by the tests made 

on every single piece produced. 

In addition, the cables that we introduce 

You, are sized and designed for the correct 

application on the entire production  of 

Rabotti equipments, marrying perfectly with the electrical and electronic layouts of 

Your nowadays equipments  or of the ones which have already years of service 

behind. 

Ergonomic, practical, resistant, the new cables represent what Rabotti is today able to offer and realize to meet the 

needs of its customers 

Below we offer an overview of what it’s described with examples of injectors’ codes to which the introduced cables 

can be applied. 
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